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The people were all in their own world. 

 

However Werland Villa was in a mess. 

 

“Miss Bell fell off the building.” A sudden earth shattering cry came from outside, Caleb and Brandon 

looked at each other. 

 

And Alina and Joanna on the third floor were also stunned. 

 

The scene in Werland Villa now could be getting more and more intense. 

 

The crowd gathered downstairs. 

 

Caleb’s leg was injured, yet at this moment it was with all his strength that he stood by Emma, picking 

her up. 

 

At that moment. 

 

On his forehead was sweat coming down. 

 

“Emma.” 

 

At this moment, the corners of Emma’s mouth were full of blood, her face was pale, and she looked 

lifeless, with her hand grabbing Caleb’s lapel. 

 

No one dared to move her casually, because there was no way to know what exactly she had hurt, and 

they could only wait for the ambulance. 

 

“Can I have a relief?” Emma looked at Caleb with tears in her eyes, which was painful. 

 

Caleb let out a furious roar of deathly rage, “Ambulance, ambulance!” 

 

“It’s already on its way.” The butler came forward with trepidation and called the ambulance the first 

time he saw the scene. 

 

Emma was in Caleb’s arms, murmuring softly, “Give it back to her, give it all back to her.” 

 

“Emma.” 

 

“It’s hers, it’s all hers.” 

 

Give it back to Alina, it was all Alina’s. 

 



Emma didn’t know where she had hurt, but blood came out from her mouth, making her look so 

desolate. 

 

The moment Caleb looked at Alina, his eyes were all icy cold. 

 

It was as if it was going to devour Alina in this instant. 

 

Chester was standing beside Alina at the moment, the moment he saw Caleb’s eyes, he subconsciously 

shielded Alina in his arms. 

 

Three years ago, Alina didn’t see it with her own eyes, but she could imagine Caleb at that time, 

probably protecting Emma in the same way, right? 

 

While she was taken away by Brandon. 

 

Right now her husband was at the moment enduring the pain in his leg and shielding another woman in 

his arms. 

 

The ambulance came and took Emma away. 

 

Caleb went with her. 

 

Werland Villa quieted as a result, “Alina.” 

 

Chester gave her a hug. 

 

Alina, “Blame it on me again, my fault.” 

 

Yes, at least in Caleb’s heart, this situation now was Alina’s fault. 

 

Chester’s eyes dimmed, “It has nothing to do with you, you’re just defending your rights now.” 

 

That’s right, what Alina is doing now is just defending her rights, so who can say she’s wrong? 

 

Even if the whole city knew about this matter, those people would only say that it was Emma the 

mistress who had entered the house. 

 

And she presumed to take away the original mate’s things, it was she who deserved it. 

 

“Do you care what he really thinks of you?” Chester’s tone heaved as he looked at Alina. 

 

At that moment, Alina’s world collapsed. 

 

Did she care about what Caleb thought of her? 

 



“Heh.” Alina snorted, obviously on this point, she definitely did not care. What was Caleb? 

 

“You’re right, I’m just defending my own rights.” 

 

At this moment, Alina’s tone was so cold. 

 

As if the scene that had just happened in front of her eyes was so indifferent. 

 

Then probably many people would still say that she was a cold-blooded person because of that. 

 

However people knew everything that she endured in her world, and that the coldness that she has now 

is all caused by Caleb. 

 

…… 

 

Soon. 

 

People from Collins Castle already knew about what had happened at Werland Villa. 

 

Vanessa froze for a moment, then sneered, “Emma still used the same tactic.” 

 

“Yeah.” The maid Aurora said. 

 

Vanessa, “Then what is the meaning of Alina?” 

 

“The butler said that her reaction was very cold.” 

 

“Good.” After what happened three years ago, was she expected to have any warm heart when 

something like that happened? 

 

An originally warm-hearted Alina was eventually tossed out of existence by Caleb, without a trace of 

warmth. 

 

At this point, there is really no one to blame, this is all Caleb’s own doing. 

 

“Emma is presuming to use such a way to make Alina stop. Especially at this time, Alina cannot be soft-

hearted.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“She must take back everything that belongs to her.” 

 

All these years, watching Emma enjoy everything Caleb had given her, Vanessa was uncomfortable 

inside. 

 



During this period of time Alina was making trouble, Emma was already having a hard time, and now she 

is also considered to have completely experienced it. 

 

When Alina would not give up in good faith, what exactly she needed to endure. 

 

“After so many years of enjoying things that don’t belong to her, now it’s time to spit it all out.” 

 

Vanessa said . 

 

Aurora nodded, “Yes, so Lady Alina has some tricks up her sleeve.” 

 

“Mm.” 

 

There are some tricks. 

 

She had heard all about it, this information had all been received, Alina was giving Emma a lawsuit 

together this time. 

 

Probably Alina had told Emma, but Emma did not believe in this. 

 

Now Emma has learned her lesson. 

 

This is the time to get desperate and use such underhanded tactics that only Caleb would force Alina to 

stop. What a delusional idea. 

 

…… 

 

When Julia came back, she ran to Vanessa in a feverish hurry, and Vanessa looked at Julia in an angry 

manner, “What are you doing?” 

 

“Did you know all about it, mum?” Julia guessed Vanessa probably had learned the truth based on her 

good mood. 


